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 WibuBox (re-implemented as WibuKey) support to fix bugs in WibuKey. USB support too The WibuKey dongle is designed as
a High-Speed dongle. It provides two ports: LPT and USB. You can plug the WibuKey in a USB port of any computer to use it.

WibuKey is able to work on Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP/Vista/7 and Linux 2.4 or higher. It can be used as a generic PS/2
keyboard with PCMCIA card, for use with many software. . PCMCIA Card Memory by using PCMCIA Card. And using USB

port to connect WibuKey. It could make possible to work on Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP/Vista/7 and Linux 2.4 or higher. The
WibuBox (re-implemented as WibuKey) support to fix bugs in WibuKey. Also the WibuKey dongle is designed as a High-

Speed dongle. It provides two ports: LPT and USB. You can plug the WibuKey in a USB port of any computer to use it.
Features: LPT & USB & PCMCI Dongles Multiplatform dongle 1/10 User entry up to 16 kByte memory WibuKey internal

encryption. WibuBox (re-implemented as WibuKey) support to fix bugs in WibuKey. USB support too The WibuKey dongle is
designed as a High-Speed dongle. It provides two ports: LPT and USB. You can plug the WibuKey in a USB port of any

computer to use it. WibuKey is able to work on Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP/Vista/7 and Linux 2.4 or higher. It can be used as
a generic PS/2 keyboard with PCMCIA card, for use with many software. The WibuKey dongle is designed as a High-Speed
dongle. It provides two ports: LPT and USB. You can plug the WibuKey in a USB port of any computer to use it. WibuKey is
able to work on Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP/Vista/7 and Linux 2.4 or higher. It can be used as a generic PS/2 keyboard with
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